
 

 

 The last improved version of the functional portion  Completed 

 

Three years have passed since the last large-scale improvement, and there have been remarkable changes in the 

environment for close-range battle training.  

 

Therefore, we have received a lot of requests for further improvement in the function of P.T.W. as equipment. 

After verifying from various angles, we release the final improved version.  

 

This time, three main themes are: 

(1) Improvement of basic performance  

(2) Enhancement in durable performance  

(3) Securing the long-distance range  

 

Now, let me introduce the last evolution form of P. T. W.  

 



 

 

 

 

The new improvements are listed below. 

・The die used for the Core Piece has been reconstructed. 

 The Core Piece is turned 120 degrees every time it is punched out; creating a rotary lamination, by doing 

so it compresses the Core Piece rotary balance to the maximum due to the deviation of the board thickness. 

・New Comutator 

 We changed the thickness of the board on the terminal area, and secured the rigidity of the winding coil 

tension, at the same time, we greatly improved the durability. 

・We changed the grade of heat resistance used in the winding coil. 

・Larger Bearing 

We replaced the Bearing on the End Bell side to one size larger. 

 By changing out the Bearing we noticed an improvement to the precision in processing as well as an 

improvement to the rotary balance.  

・We also changed the heat resistance of the magnet to the highest grade. 

 

With these improvements, our new 7511 type motor is able to maintain torque properties identical to another 

motor produced by us (the Magnum motor); considering the size of our new motor compared to other AEG 

motors it is unbelievable as to the power produced. 

 

Please confirm for yourself the ability in our newest evolved P.T.W. 7511 type motor. 

1. 7511 Type Motor 

For the 2012 model, the start torque as  

 well as the durability has been further polished 

in the 7511 type motor. Considered to be the core of the motor, 

the Rotor has been completely redesigned. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

2. Stainless Steel cylinder case  

 The Cylinder Case for out T.W. has been conventionally manufactured from pushing out one piece aluminum, 

however with a minor change we switched to using SUS304 for our main Cylinder Case. We received reports of 

damage to the Cylinder from people dropping the Cylinder Units or BBs spilling out from the magazine thus 

damaging the Cylinder which then would not be able to be reinserted to the upper receiver (thus rendering it 

unusable); as a countermeasure we improved the rigidity of the Cylinder Case. Using our prior experience in 

producing our Bore Up Cylinders, we are able to recreate the extremely high precision in the inner and outer 

dimensions in the production of our Stainless Steel Cylinder, and using aluminum only to necessary parts. An 

Aluminum rail is inserted onto the Stainless Steel cylinder, using a key to stop the rail, we adopted a technique 

called the facture method to finish the process at the same time. 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

<Increasing distance without increasing power> 

Most who experience holding an airgun have sought after the solution to this query.   

One solution may come from the current mainstream HOP structure. The T.W. is no exception and we also 

adopted this structure. However, contrary to conventional standards we were relentless to focus on range rather 

then simply increasing power to achieve that; we looked towards improving the trajectory via manipulation of 

the parabola of power which we determined it to be the HOP structure. We believe that this is the most suitable 

choice given that most training situations engagement of the enemy is under 20 meters. However, the power 

necessary to get an ideal trajectory cannot evade the risk of point-blank shots. In addition, recent training 

standards require a shooting range more than 40 meters at the same time an even higher level of precision and 

accuracy; we polished up two parts that we will explain below, and the answer which we came up with is our 

model. 

 

 

 

3. Accuracy Inner Barrel 

 ・The path to the T.W. Inner Barrel 

 At the time of release the dimension for our T.W. inner barrel was 6.1mm in diameter; the concept to which was 

to allow the compressed air to wrap the BB as it pushed through the inner barrel. When compressed air and 

balance of the BB weight were negated, this method showed high performance; however, with the use of heavy 

BBs or in the case of using poor precision BBs the Inner Barrel is not capable of correcting trajectory therefore 

extreme flyers (BBs flying in erratic directions) occur. Therefore we went in the opposite direction and created 

an extremely narrow Inner Barrel where the inside diameter is now 6.04mm. 

 This revision resulted in the improvement of trajectory by increasing more power, and although this 

improvement achieved a constant result, due to the narrow inner diameter; as the BBs pass through the Inner 

Barrel, the frequency in which the BB scrapes the inner wall of the barrel increased thus resulted in 

performance that we were not satisfied with. Because the gap between the BB and the barrel decreases as the 

inside diameter of the barrel is more narrow, efficiency rises, as the power of the compressed air pushing on the 

BB contributes to power. However, the BB which accelerated in the inner barrel will be pushed out of the barrel 

more abruptly due to the decrease in the amount of air that surrounds the BB. Moreover, we believe that; 

because compressed air will continue to push the BB after it exits the inner barrel the trajectory may become 

more unstable. 

 

 These deductions are not common, however this way of thinking has been around for quite some time; through 

various trial manufacturing we decided on a specific designed inner barrel tip which produced a consistent 

result. 

 



 

 

Please see the picture and the figures. 

 

 

The tip of the Inner Barrel is comprised of two phases to achieve that dimension. 

Firstly, an extremely slow taper shape is created, next a significant amount is taken off from the tip 

area. The goal of the taper is to focus on the gradual increase the gap between the BB and the inner 

wall. What follows is the compressed air that pushes the BB will eventually overtake the BB itself  

and prior to the BB exiting the barrel the compressed air surrounds the BB thus stabilizing the 

trajectory. 

 

4. New Hop Adjuster 

  

As stated in the previous article, we used  the HOP structure "to mainly correct trajectory" and did not use it for 

the purpose of extending the flight distance. However, despite it being close quarter battle training, it is very 

unnatural that a round does not reach the target when there is clearly visual confirmation. We created the M90 

cylinder unit that can provide a safety margin where one can pull the trigger without hesitation at any time. The 

goal of achieving an average 50 meters to target in conjunction with our recommended Cylinder Unit; through 

much of our trial and error resulted in the introduction to our new roller packing Hop adjuster. 

 

 This medical grade silicon rubber material is used in our roller packing; while soft it is durable and has an outer 

diameter size of 40% larger then conventional versions which increases distance. In addition, with regards to range 

to target trajectory; along with the combination of high grade BBs, distance that what was once given up on with 

conventional technology is now achievable. 

 



 

 

 

5. MAGPUL Parts 

 

For the 2012 model, we incorporated the MAGPUL Company’s back-up rear site as well as the trigger 

guard in our Challenge Kit. With this we discovered that a large reduction in the overall weight. 

Furthermore, in terms of the site; because of the flip up type, it facilitates the addition of ones own favorite 

optical sighting device. 

 

 

 

8 Years has passes since we first yearned to achieve our goal of “Creating the best and strongest 

AEG in history”. In that time, we have made great improvements to bring the Train Weapon to 

where it is presently, however in regards to functional improvements we believe that this will be the 

last. We believe that this product has been fully concluded. 

 

Through the effort of everyone were able to realize the official adoption of our product to the United 

States Armed Forces, which in the beginning we though was impossible. In regards to quality and 

workmanship we can assert that our newest T.W. has left no stone unturned. We would be happy 

if everyone would test it for themselves. 

 We thank you for your continued support. We continue to strive for the best everyday. By all 

means please pick up and try out our ultimate T.W. We believe that we will be able to convey the 

quality and performance of our products.   

  

Thank you very much. 

 


